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Project Objective and Proposed Hypothesis
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To assess the credibility of cryptocurrencies via 
using statistical methods to investigate 
potential relationships and correlations 
between select economic indicators.
Project objective
A currency’s credibility can be scored by how 
well its’ value correlates with select economic 
indicators. The degree of correlation can be 
used to determine its’ possible use case and 
financial strength in the global economy.
Proposed hypothesis
Do cryptocurrency 
values correlate 
with the global 
economy?
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Process: Compare Cryptocurrencies to Economic Indicators
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Select 
Market 
standards that 
represent 
the economy
[1]
Select 
Stocks and 
Cryptos from 
standards
[2]
relations 
between 
values
Infer[5]
Analyze 
for  
correlations
 and trends
[4]
Collect and 
Clean 
Time-value 
data for 
analysis
[3]
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Cryptocurrency Selection
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BitCoin
● Accounts for the majority of the Cryptocurrency market in terms of market 
capitalization (BitCoin - 51.90%, Ethereum - 10.98%) - CoinMarketCap 3/1/19
● Have the longest cryptocurrency market history
● Top two cryptocurrencies with the most practical use cases
Ethereum
Selected Cryptocurrencies that represent the Financial Value of Crypto Market
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Stock Selection
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Banking
Bank stocks may 
indicate how 
cryptocurrency 
financially 
impacts the 
global economy
Tech
 Tech companies 
are potentially 
early adopters of 
cryptocurrency
Game/Social 
Media
Similar to tech 
companies, game 
and social media 
companies may be 
closely related with 
the use of 
cryptocurrency 
money
Food
Food has relatively 
low value 
elasticity, which 
makes it an 
appropriate 
indicator of the 
influence by 
cryptocurrency
Selected stocks that represent the Financial Value of the Global Economy
Apparel
Apparel, similar to 
food, is in daily 
demand, but has a 
higher value 
elasticity  
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Data Processing and Analysis Methods
Data Cleaning Normalization & Consolidation Excel Analyses
Correlation 
Analyses
1 2 3 4
● Removed data 
columns 
irrelevant for 
data analyses
● Revised date 
format and 
removed 
weekend 
trading
● Converted data 
to optimize 
excel analyses
● Separated 
volume and 
closing data
● Concatenated data 
into a single data 
frame 
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Data: Statistical Relations and Key Findings
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Data: Statistical Relations and Key Findings
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Data: Statistical Relations and Key Findings
There are no specific positive or negative 
correlations to Ethereum for each sector of 
stocks
Stocks for companies that extensively use 
data have the highest correlation with 
cryptocurrencies
There are no specific positive or negative 
correlations to BitCoin for each sector of 
stocks, with the exception of Food
Key Findings
Stocks for companies that extensively use data:
AMZN, CAT, FDX, ORCL, SAP, SIEGY, UPS, WMT
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Data: Statistical Relations for BitCoin
+125.06
+69.51
-103.17
Caterpillar and Walmart display the 
strongest correlations
Data has a strong regression to BitCoin
There are no negative or positive bias
Key Findings
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Data: Statistical Relations for Ethereum
+18.70
+20.67
-1.05
Caterpillar and UPS display the strongest 
correlations
Data has a strong regression to Ethereum
There are no negative or positive bias
Key Findings
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Conclusion
Data-driven industries indicates strong correlation with 
cryptocurrencies, but no positive or negative bias are 
presented.
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Thank you!
Any questions?
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Data: Statistical Relations - BitCoin         & Banking - Index Slide
+355.51
+1200.20
-420.75
